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Excelling in Science Requires

A Positive Attitude About Your Courses
Effective Study Strategies and Behaviors
Strong Relationships with Faculty
Utilization of Available Resources



Does your GPA reflect your 
intellectual ability?

If not, why not?

What changes must be made (by 
you and/or others) so that your 
GPA WILL reflect your ability?



Attitude

“It’s your attitude, not your aptitude, 
that determines your altitude.”  

Rev. Jesse Jackson



Factors that Affect Your Attitude

The Reason You Are in College
Friends and Peers

Self-Talk
Motivation to Achieve Your Goals



Behavior

It’s the difference between knowing
and doing that determines success.  

Anonymous



Keys to Studying Smarter

There is a hierarchy of learning levels.

It takes time to climb the ladder of 
understanding.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding the structure of thinking forms one key to learning.  Some students “study and study” but still don’t seem to make the kind of grades they want.  Sometimes, the problem is that they are memorizing information, but the test is asking for more sophisticated thinking.  This kind of understanding rarely comes from a single reading or a last-minute cram session.  This kind of study comes from the investment of time. For example,  think about a skill you do well--using a computer, driving a car, playing a sport or musical instrument.  Most people would be unable to do any skill well based on only a couple of hours practice.  The more practice you have, the more sophisticated you are at performing the skill.  



Judgment: the ability to
make decisions and 

support views; requires 
understanding of values

Synthesis

Analysis
Identification of component 

parts; determination of
arrangement, logic, 

semantics

Application

Use of information to 
solve problems; 

transfer of abstract 
or theoretical ideas 

to practical situations

Interpretation
Identification of 

connections and 
relationships

TranslationRestatement in your 
own words; paraphrase; 

summarize

Recall
Verbatim information; 
memorization with no 

evidence of understanding

Evaluation
Combining information to 

form a unique product; 
requires creativity and 

originality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This pyramid shows the levels in Bloom’s Taxonomy--a hierarchy that analyzes the way we think.  Many students study information at the recall or translation levels; however, most college courses test information at the interpretation level or above.  These higher levels focus on understanding the relationships and applications it might have.How can you begin to make your study time much more efficient by not just reading, but challenging yourself with translation, Interpretation and Application questions.



Time Management Tips
Keep a calendar or planner 

Monthly, weekly, daily
Make a study plan and stick to it

Use daylight hours to study more 
efficiently

Guard your time; don’t let it be stolen 
from you!

Answering the door or phone is a choice



Continuous Process of Learning

Phase 1: Read or preview chapter(s) to be covered in class… 
before class. (Create chapter maps)

Phase 2: Listen actively, take notes, participate  in class.

Phase 3: Review and process class notes as  soon after class as 
possible.

Phase 4: Intense Study Session.

Repeat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are four phases in continuous learning.  The first phase is a preview of the chapters or other material that will be covered in class.  Although it is a great idea to read the whole chapter, most students find is difficult to keep up with throughout the semester.  Just a 10-15 minute look at the BOLD print, italicized print, pictures and graphs will give you a sense of what will be covered.Phase two is simply going to class.  You will find your mind will remember the material you previewed and notetaking will be easier, and more efficient.Phase three is very important.  Students who practice this phase tend to remember 50% more when tested two days later than people who didn’t review.Phase four is the intense study session.  The next screen describes this in detail. 



Intense Study Session
2-5   minutes: Set goals for next 40 min.

20-40 minutes: Read text more selectively 
Highlight important information
Make doodles/notes in margins
Create mnemonics
Create concept maps

5   minutes Review what you have just 
studied

10 minutes Take a break

Repeat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intense study sessions are relatively short concentrated periods of focused learning.  During the first five minutes or so, decide what you want to do with this session.  This helps you become a more active learner and focus attention on a specific task.  Next, spend the bulk of the hour actively doing something to meet your goal.  Third, review what you’ve accomplished.  This helps solidify information into memory.  Now, take a break.  The break helps you regroup and gives you a mental break.  However, even when you have left a topic, your brain continues to sort and organize ideas.  You’ll find that when you return to the topic, your understanding may have actually improved, even though you were no longer actively thinking about the information. 



Get the Most Out of 
Homework

Start the problems early--the day 
they are assigned
Do not flip back to see example 
problems; work them yourself!
Don’t give up too soon (<15 min.)
Don’t spend too much time (>30 
min.)



Utilize All Resources
Peers:  Form Study Groups

Faculty: Use office hours

Tutors/Learning Centers



Supplemental Instruction

Science and Mathematics Tutorial Centers

Computer Lab & CSC 1250 Tutorial Center

Service-Learning (PLUS)

Study Strategies Workshops

Individual Consultations

Award Winning Web Site with Great Links



Commitment

It’s not over ‘til it’s over, and YOU 
determine when it’s over!

Change strategies when necessary, but 
never give up your goals.  If you can 

dream it, you can achieve it!



In conclusion
With the proper attitude, 

appropriate behavior, and 

unrelenting commitment to your 
goals,

you will achieve academic excellence at 
Virginia Union and beyond! 



Final Note

Please visit out website at www.cas.lsu.edu.
We have on-line workshops that will teach you 
a variety of learning strategies.  Please feel free 
to come to see us, if you have any questions or 
want to let us know how these strategies are 
working for you.   I wish you great success this 
semester.

Dr. Saundra McGuire

http://www.cas.lsu.edu/
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